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Abstract

Explicit modeling of business processes and their enact-
ment in workflow systems have proved to be valuable in
increasing the efficiency of work in organizations. We
argue that enacted business processes - that is: work-
flow management systems - form a solid basis for ade-
quate information support in complex and knowledge-
intensive business processes. To support this claim we
demonstrate results from two different projects:
The VirtualOffice approach employs workflow-context
information to support high-precision document anal-
ysis and understanding in standard office settings; the
combination of workflow context and document analy-
sis allow for the automatic handling of incoming paper
mail with respect to the appropriate workflows.
The KnowMore approach focuses on the support of
people who work on knowledge-intensive tasks by auto-
matic delivery of relevant and goal-specific information.
To this end, workflow context, an extended process
model, and a detailed modeling of information sources
are combined.
Both approaches show ways to proceed from workflow
systems towards IT support for active knowledge man-
agement.

Introduction

Workflow Management is a widespread technology for
automating structured business processes. Today it
is mainly used to coordinate complex processes where
many activities must be scheduled and dispatched
among many possible agents. Further support comes
from an integrated handling of application programs
used in the process chain and a streamlined passing of
application data and electronic documents flowing be-
tween different process steps.

As complex business processes rely on intensive in-
formation exchange with the company’s environment,
they are document-driven by nature: Employees deal
with and react to information and knowledge trans-
ferred by and embedded in all kinds of documents, in-
cluding forms, letters, books, manuals, records, either
electronic or paper-based.
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Typically, it is not represented in a WfMS, which
knowledge and information needs must be applied in
order to perform the activities in a given process step.
Nevertheless, this knowledge is accessible somewhere in
the company’s information space, enabling the employ-
ees to do their jobs.

Consequently, one would like the WfMS to automat-
ically offer access to relevant knowledge sources, or to
even directly ’pump’ information items extracted from
incoming documents to the appropriate places in the
data models of the actual workflow instance. This vi-
sion requires an extensive exchange of information items
and suitable semantic annotations between workflow,
application, and information space. To realize this, the
WfMS should possess interfaces for exchanging knowl-
edge items with the surrounding support environment,
able to bridge between different conceptualizations and
data models.

Such considerations are not subject of today’s stan-
dard WfMS approaches ((Georgakopoulos, Hornick, &
Sheth 1995), (Alonso et al. 1997)). Contemporary sys-
tems exhibit only a “very thin interface” for data ex-
change with other office applications such as text pro-
cessing applications or corporate data bases.

In order to overcome this limitation, this paper will
present two different solutions which describe how a
true knowledge transfer between business processes and
their surrounding information space can be established.
Both approaches focus on process-embedded informa-
tion delivery from documents and fit into a common
description frame which is sketched in Figure 1.

The WfMS represents running business processes by
workflow instances and executes them by means of a
workflow engine. The second system is a mediator sys-
tem which we call information provider. The informa-
tion provider gets an information request and some ad-
ditional context information from the WfMS. It accesses
the documents by some kind of document index. This
index may consist of an inverted index file as required
for information retrieval tasks, but it might be any more
sophisticated document model as well. The retrieved
information is handed over to the WfMS. So, the inter-
face between the WfMS and the information provider
comprises three different kinds of information, the in-
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Figure 1: Information Support for Workflows: A Common Description Frame

formation request plus supporting context information
on one hand, and the retrieved information results sup-
plied to the WfMS on the other hand.

Central to our considerations is the notion of con-
text which allows the information provider to perform
his tasks proactive, more effective, and more precisely.
What context information can be delivered from the
WfMS, and, even more, which context information is re-
quired to support the information provider’s job, highly
depends on the actual request to be fulfilled by the in-
formation provider. So, the abstract, general descrip-
tion frame of Figure 1 does not help to refine the notion
of context in the given scenario. Hence, we consider two
concrete instantiations of the general description frame:

The VirtualOffice project (Wenzel 1998) presented
in the following section integrates paper-based infor-
mation into arbitrary workflow activities, while the
KnowMore project (Abecker et al. 1998), described
in the subsequent section, aims at supporting so-called
knowledge-intensive tasks by proactive document deliv-
ery.

After presenting these two projects, we review some
related work and conclude the paper with a unifying
view which shows the commonalities and differences of
the two approaches, as different instantiations of the
same, then technically refined version of the overall
framework above. This unified view also leads to sug-
gestions for the design of future WfMSs.

The VirtualOffice Scenario:
Information Support by Paper

Documents

Although the paperless office has been a buzzword for
many years now, it still has not come into reach. On the
contrary, the enactment of business processes by admin-

istrative workflows has even complicated the integration
of paper documents since such workflows require elec-
tronic representations of all documents involved.

Looking a little bit closer, such workflows are char-
acterized by manifold documents which belong to one
common process and arrive in a chronological order.
Typical examples can be found in insurance companies
where initial applications for contracts, changes in the
policies, annual invoices, and damage claims, etc., are
dealt with. Another example are business trips where
the traveller has to fill out an application, the applica-
tion must be confirmed, some invoices, e.g., for plane
tickets, have to be payed in advance and, finally, several
receipts must be accounted for. In this paper we will
use the purchasing process in a company as the basis
for our examples.

The VirtualOffice project, conducted at DFKI
Kaiserslautern, integrates paper-based information into
workflows by the use of a document analysis and under-
standing (DAU) system (Baumann et al. 1997b) as a
workflow application. The DAU system in turn benefits
from this integration since context information from the
workflow system can improve the analysis of business
letters and is therefore a crucial point of our research
(Baumann et al. 1997a).

Figure 2 sketches typical analysis steps and results
in DAU. Typically, DAU systems are divided into two
parts: The analysis front-end of the system works as
provider of uniform information about the characters
appearing in a scanned document along with addi-
tional logical attributes. This information is interpreted
by the system’s document understanding components
which form the back-end.

The analysis of a scanned document starts with low-
level image preprocessing such as skew angle adjust-
ment and upside-down detection. Afterwards, segmen-
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Figure 2: Document Analysis and Understanding: Steps and Results.

tation divides the document into geometrically con-
nected components and identifies segments of charac-
ters, words, lines, and blocks. Then, text recognition
explores the captured text segments, generates charac-
ter hypotheses, and merges them into word hypothe-
ses. Structure classification takes this given geometric
structure to hypothesize the so-called logical objects of
a document, e.g., title, author, chapter, etc.

Within document understanding, the generated word
hypotheses are validated by dictionary look-up in the
text-based preprocessing step. Now, the content-based
part of analysis is invoked. First, the message type of
a document is derived (e.g., confirmation of order by
supplier xyz). This information is used to start a more
in-depth analysis for the extraction of reference data,
products, the date of the letter and so on. For more
information on DAU, please refer to (Baumann et al.
1997b).

The basic scenario of our integration of DAU into
WFMSs fits well into the general architecture presented
in Figure 1: The DAU system represents an informa-
tion provider and a company’s mail box represents the
collection of documents involved as the relevant part
of the company’s information space. The task which
is requested by a workflow instance represents an in-
formation need of this particular instance. In order to
support DAU in answering this request, the workflow
instance transfers context information to the DAU sys-
tem. Having finished the task, the DAU system hands
over the data requested thus satisfying the information
need of the workflow instance.

Within VirtualOffice, two different kinds of tasks are
distinguished:

1. The task of process identification is stated whenever
workflows inform DAU that they are waiting for par-
ticular documents. In this case, DAU analyses in-
coming documents in order to determine the correct

workflow instance to which the document shall be
assigned. This scenario is discussed in the following
section and shown in Figure 3.

2. The task of information extraction is stated when a
particular workflow needs specific information con-
tained in particular documents. Then, DAU analyses
the documents in order to identify and deliver exactly
the information and data requested. This scenario is
subject to the section after next and displayed in Fig-
ure 5.

After discussing these two tasks, this chapter con-
cludes with an overview of the design and implemen-
tation extensions which must be accomplished for in-
tegrating a DAU system as an information provider in
the overall scenario.

Task 1: Satisfying an Information Need by
Process Identification
Workflow activities within a running process are some-
times triggered by events occuring outside of the work-
flow. In such a case, the process is in a waiting state un-
til this certain event occurs. Imagine for example that
an order has been written to a supplier. Afterwards, the
corresponding workflow is waiting for a confirmation of
this order by the supplier. Thus, this workflow has an
information need which can be satisfied by observing
incoming information and by assigning it to the wait-
ing workflow. The DAU performs this task by process
identification for incoming documents.

Basically, process identification is a match of the in-
formation contained in documents with corresponding
data available in the workflow instances. To achieve
this, the relevant data in the workflow instances are
collected: They specify the analysis task for the DAU
system since they define which items the DAU has to
search for. Further, these workflow data are important
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Figure 3: Information Support by Process Identification for Paper Documents.

for the result quality of the instance match. If there
is a lot of open instances, and a new document has
to be assigned, more information about the workflow
instances and the expected documents (e.g, document
type, sender, products mentioned and even possible ref-
erences to other events within the same instance) allow
for a more accurate matching.

Figure 3 shows process identification as an instanti-
ation of the general scenario presented above: Several
activities within different workflow instances state the
current context of these instances whenever new infor-
mation is available. The workflow instances deliver two
different kinds of context information:
• One kind of context is delivered by the WfMS and

the running workflow execution itself and therefore
called workflow context. It consists of:
– workflow-relevant data (e.g., the process number),
– data coming from the workflow’s audit trail (e.g.,

reference data to preceeding documents), and
– data from the workflow models (e.g., the name of

the next event which provides the return address
for the workflow).

• The other kind of context stems from applications in-
voked from the WfMS (e.g., from the text processing
application for writing an order) during the execu-
tion of specific workflow activities, and is thus called
task context (e.g., the supplier’s address).
Those context data useful for the DAU analysis task

are transferred to the context pool, a database located
within the DAU system. In the context pool, context in-
formation is held until an event occurs in a workflow in-
stance which implies a response by a document (shown
by hatched oval activities), i.e., the workflow has an in-
formation need which will be satisfied by an incoming
document related to the event or workflow. This in-
formation need is stated by handing over the request
of “process identification” to the DAU system and by
formulating its context. This whole collection is called
expectation. It describes (cp. Figure fig:ExpecGen):

• content and meaning of the expected document,

• a refined specification of the information need (typi-
cally a list of data which shall be extracted), and

• some administrative, technical data in order to con-
tact the workflow instance in the case of successful
identification.

In order to allow the DAU to interpret such expec-
tations, it is related to the DAU’s document ontology
(see (Lichter et al. 2000)) which describes structure and
content of the documents of the domain under consid-
eration.

Expectations are generated by an inference engine
which uses the context pool together with a set of
transformation rules. These rules relate the workflow-
context information stored in the context pool to pos-
sible contents of an expected document. Hence they
transform the data schema used in the workflow and
its attached applications into the concepts of the DAU
domain ontology. For instance, a rule may state that
the receiver of an (already known) order will be the
sender of the (expected) corresponding invoice.

All expectations are stored at the information
provider’s (i.e., the DAU system’s) side in the so-called
expectation set. Since the expectation set stores all ex-
pectations of all processes, it contains the whole work-
flow context relevant from the DAU point of view.

Example: Generating Expectations for
Process Determination
Figure 4 illustrates the generation of an expectation
for process determination / identification in some more
detail. Here, context is collected throughout the execu-
tion of workflow instance Purchase-189. For instance,
after file number generation the number is stored in the
context pool as context information about the process.
Furthermore, during order arrangement, all available
information about the order’s content is stored (e.g.,
the order’s recipient). Afterwards, the order is sent
and, since an invoice is expected from now on, the fol-



lowing activity states this expectation. Therefore, this
activity stores initial data for expectation arrangement
in the context pool (section expecInit3). This data com-
prises information about:
• which event is the basis for this expectation

(basedUpon),
• which references may be taken into account during

expectation generation (references),
• which tasks the DAU has to perform (processDeter-

mination),
• some additional information needs (get(..)), and, fi-

nally,
• which action to perform in the workflow engine after

document arrival (namely, trigger event InvoiceAr-
rived in workflow instance Purchase-189).
Then the inference engine is invoked with this ini-

tial section, loads these data as initial facts in its fact
base, and starts with the inference. The rule base used
is specialized for the business letter domain in order to
arrange a proper expectation for DAU purposes. There-
fore, the rules contain domain knowledge such as ’the
recipient of an order is the sender of the correspond-
ing invoice’. The expectation arranged is stored in the
expectation set and from now on available to DAU.

Access to the expectation set is triggered by any in-
coming document for which DAU has to perform a pro-
cess identification. To achieve this, an event listener
hands over the new document and the task of process
identification. Note that the identification of the corre-
sponding process takes into account all expectations of
all workflow instances. Consequently, this task can be
seen as inherent to the business letter domain. Techni-
cally, these “built-in” information needs are hard-coded
in the DAU software. Conceptually, we represented
them in Figure 3 by the manual initialization of the “in-
box” event listener of the DAU system. The result of
process identification is a unique process identifier and,
of course, the name of the document which is assigned
to this process. The expectation of the correponding
instance is deleted after the process identification has
been verified within the workflow instance.

This concludes the process identification scenario.
Data kept within thecontext pool are deleted when the
corresponding process instance has come to an end.

Task 2: Satisfying an Information Need by
Information Extraction
Information supply using incoming paper documents is
not necessarily finished with handing over a document
to the corresponding workflow instance. Rather it is
often wished to transfer the relevant information con-
tained in the document into an electronic representation
directly accesible by the workflow applications. This
goal is addressed by the information extraction task.
Such an information extraction task may not only be
required at process identification time, but a workflow
may frequently have additional information needs from

a given document after this document has already been
assigned to it.

Figure 5 provides a conceptual view on the informa-
tion extraction scenario: Here, only one workflow in-
stance is of further interest. All documents related to
this workflow instance, as well as the already extracted,
electronic information and intermediary analysis results
available for specific documents, can be accessed via
an index connecting workflow instances and document
folders. Within the workflow instance considered, the
context pool is still updated after process identifica-
tion whenever new context information is available. If
an activity states an information extraction request, a
new expectation is generated as described above. The
request now includes a list of identifiers (according to
the business letter ontology) which shall be extracted
from the attached business letter. In contrast to the
process identification scenario, the DAU now has not
only the raw paper image at its disposal, but it can
also access previous analysis results for this document,
such as OCR and process identification results.

Implementation Issues
One goal of the VirtualOffice project was to build upon
commercial WfMSs. 1 Therefore, we have to face some
conceptual restrictions, e.g., it is impossible to extend
the workflow model in order to provide the necessary
context information. Thus, our solution uses the in-
terfaces as provided by the WfMS and adds the work-
flow context information by a “work-around” which: (i)
holds and processes all context information in system
parts outside the WfMS; (ii) explicitly models the ex-
port of data to be fed into these external databases as
parts of the workflow; (iii) adds “semantics” to this data
by explicitly relating them to the DAU domain ontology
in the transformation rules; and (iv) again, explicitly
models the cooperation between “conventional” work-
flow and DAU using events and workflow-application
calls for the requests to the information provider sys-
tem. This allows us to incorporate any WfMS which is
based on the WfMC standard for Interfaces 2/3 (Work-
flow Management Coalition 1998).

In order to extend a conventional workflow to be able
to get an automatic information supply from paper doc-
uments, the following working steps must be performed:

• At the workflow side, the collecting of context must
be modeled at process definition time by including
actions which retrieve context data and store them in
the context pool. Furthermore, the workflow has to
be extended with activities which state expectations
and handle documents after their assignment.

• At the information provider’s side, the ontology for
the specification of DAU tasks and the domain ontol-
ogy for documents must exist. Furthermore, existing

1Actually we use the commercial workflow management
system of the company Staffware which is one of the market
leaders:http://www.staffware.com
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DAU algorithms need an interface to use the infor-
mation stored in the expectation set. Further, the
transformation rules between the two system data
schemata / ontologies must be specified. These steps
are done at system set-up time.

The KnowMore Scenario:
Active Information Support by

Workflow Integration

The VirtualOffice scenario emphasized the use of
workflow-context information for improved document
analysis and information extraction. The KnowMore
approach targets on supporting a person working on
some knowledge-intensive task by actively (i.e., without
an explicit, detailed request by the employee) delivering
context-sensitive and relevant information.

The KnowMore Scenario in an Example

To illustrate this approach we consider a snippet from
a rather simple process: managing a contact to a po-

tential customer at our research institute.2 After the
initial contact (e.g., a telephone call), the relevant top-
ics of interest are identified (for instance, specific tech-
nologies or tools potentially useful for the customer, or
former projects dealing with similar issues as the cus-
tomer’s problems) and appropriate information mate-
rial is selected (for example, a technology whitepaper,
a brochure about a specific tool, or a project flyer).
Having done this, an information package can be sent
to the potential customer, whose reaction will then de-
termine the further steps (e.g., arranging a meeting, or
terminating the process due to lack of interest). Most of
these activities can be considered knowledge-intensive.
It is easy to imagine useful support for these activities:
When selecting the information material to be sent, ac-
tive suggestions from the system would be helpful, sup-
posed that the system takes into account the informa-
tion from the activities done so far, e.g., the selected
topics. An automatic, context-aware archiving of the
results is also useful when a similar process is started

2This example is explained in more detail in (Abecker,
Bernardi, & Sintek 2000).
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Figure 5: Information Support by Information Extraction from Paper Documents.

at a different time and/or location: The initial contact
will then profit from information about the earlier con-
tacts to the same company or even the same employee
in this company, or about similar cases.

Figure 6 shows a screenshot of our experimental sys-
tem prototype. On the left, in the background, we see
an editor window of the workflow application used to
specify relevant information material. To do this, it
is necessary to fill the text fields in the input mask.
The KnowMore system provides support in the follow-
ing way:

When the workflow engine starts this activity, the
system takes the information needs associated to the
activity and finds out whether some element in the
company’s information space3 is relevant for this job
(i.e., whether there is some material which is relevant
wrt. the topics identified before). If interesting mate-
rial has been found, it can be suggested for the mail
to the potential customer by automatically inserting it
into the user’s input mask as proposed decision values.
In the example, the selected topics were “knowledge
management”, “KnowMore”, a DFKI corporate mem-
ory project, and “ESB”, another corporate memory
project. The suggestions (“Recommendations”) com-
prise (i) general information about the DFKI and the
research department for Information Management and
Document Analysis, which is always sent in a first con-
tact, and (ii) project flyers for the KnowMore (Corpo-
rate Memory) and the ESB projects because these top-
ics could be found directly as indices in the document
descriptions. These materials are directly inserted as
suggestions in the user’s application, because the re-
trieval agent has some knowledge about different types
of retrieval requests and information material and can
infer that this kind of concise, public-relations oriented
documents is highly relevant for inclusion in initial cus-

3In the following, we refer to the entirety of explicitly
represented and electronically accessible information in a
company or organization also as the Corporate Memory, or
Organizational Memory, shortly OM.

tomer information packages.
Furthermore, the system offers additional material,

for example a scientific paper about knowledge man-
agement and intellectual capital, because concept-based
information retrieval revealed the potential relevance of
this document for the selected topic list. However, it is
not offered as a recommended value, because only the
highest ranked retrieval results above a given relevance
treshold shall be recommended automatically.

The user is free to accept or dismiss the recom-
mendations, or to select different material according
to personal knowledge. Whatever the choice, the sys-
tem keeps track of the solutions and the workflow, and
records the results automatically, together with the rel-
evant context information. If, sometime later, further
material is to be selected because of the customer con-
tact is continued and a refined information need oc-
curs, the system remembers the results of the earlier
steps and modifies the suggestions accordingly. Figure 7
shows the support after some material has already been
sent: Not only is the list of automatically computed sug-
gestions shortened by the already-used elements, there
is also an additional link to the letter which has been
written earlier.

Thus the system actively offers supply to the user by
providing context-specific relevant information.

Task 3: Active and Context-Aware
Information Supply
In order to provide the services described above, the
KnowMore approach combines an extended workflow
model with sophisticated information agents. As illus-
trated in Figure 8, the workflow actively asks for re-
trieving relevant documents. To this end, several mod-
eling activities are needed at process definition time,
which facilitate the adequate enactment at runtime.

Process Definition Time.

• Model business processes. Model the overall
business process with a conventional BPM or work-



Figure 6: Active Support by Suggesting Relevant Information Material.

Figure 7: Context-Aware Support: Information From Earlier Activities is Taken Into Account.
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flow tool.

• Extended modeling of knowledge-intensive
tasks.
The knowledge-intensive tasks (KIT) among the ac-
tivities of a particular process require special atten-
tion. In order to enable the intended active informa-
tion support, the KIT representation — illustrated in
Figure 8 as a hatched square —extends the conven-
tional description of a workflow activity by a support
specification mainly describing the respective infor-
mation needs as generic queries or query schemata,
together with the information agent responsible for
their processing. At runtime, the agent processes the
instantiated queries thus delivering relevant informa-
tion which helps to execute the activity in question.
The so-defined information needs are in some sense
analogue to the information needs described above
for the information extraction task. However, in-
stead of exact data which are required for specific
computations and can be found directly in the doc-
uments analysed, here we have a vague human in-
formation need. The user shall perform the task at
hand, and the system may retrieve support material
which helps the user, but normally not the problem
solution. Supporting documents (except for the rec-
ommendations above which are indeed solution sug-
gestions) are typically relevant only to a certain ex-
tent, which makes necessary sophisticated IR algo-
rithms, whereas in the VirtualOffice information ex-
traction scenario the required data can be found accu-
rately. Another complication compared to the infor-
mation extraction scenario comes from the fact that
there the data to be extracted are themselves a part of
the data schema used in the workflow, since they are
required for subsequent workflow applications; here,
however, workflow-task context may refer to things
the user does and works with which are not necessar-
ily represented in the WfMS. Thus, the WfMS data
schema must be extended which is described in the
following.

• Attach extended information flow. In order to

instantiate the generic queries at runtime, thus ex-
ploiting situation-specific knowledge and context pa-
rameters, the retrieval process must have access to
the workflow parameters. These parameters are rep-
resented in variables which are handled by the work-
flow environment. As they go typically beyond what
is modeled in a conventional workflow specification
we talk about KIT variables.4 They simply describe
the information flow between tasks in the workflow.
So, they constitute a communication channel between
WfMS and information retrieval agents. In Figure 8,
hatched triangles indicate additional KIT variables.
To enable the necessary reasoning for intelligent re-
trieval, the KIT variables must be embedded into a
domain ontology (essentially, this means that their
values must be of a type defined as an ontology con-
cept).
In summary, the KIT variables partially model the
data flow in the process and represent the relevant
context of the knowledge-intensive activities at run-
time.

• Model information sources. Typically, an OM
contains a variety of knowledge and information
sources to be searched and retrieved for active task
support. These sources are of different nature, result-
ing in different structures, access methods, and con-
tents. To enable precise-content retrieval from het-
erogeneous sources, a representation scheme for uni-
form knowledge descriptions is needed. To this end,
structure and metadata, information content and in-
formation context are modeled on the basis of formal
ontologies (Abecker et al. 1998). The document in-
dex in Figure 8 is thus realized as a set of descriptions
modeling the information sources and facilitating an
ontology-based access and retrieval.

Process Enactment Time.

• Enact knowledge service processes. Whenever a
knowledge-intensive activity is reached during work-
4Note that there is no conceptual difference between

them and the conventional workflow variables.



flow enactment, the workflow engine not only starts
this activity, but also calls an appropriate informa-
tion agent (which is specified in the KIT description).
The information agent performs the actual retrieval
of relevant information from the information sources.
It relies on domain knowledge – available in a domain
ontology – to realize an extended, ontology-based in-
formation retrieval, and utilizes the context informa-
tion from the ongoing workflow — found in the in-
stantiated KIT variables — in order to determine rel-
evant information.
Traversing the formal ontologies according to spec-
ified search heuristics (Liao et al. 1999), the infor-
mation agent is able to extend and refine the given
queries and to reason about the relevance of available
information items.

• Realize context-aware information storage.
Whenever a workflow activity results in the creation
of an information item worth preserving, an appro-
priate information agent takes into account the cur-
rent context of the process — available via KIT vari-
ables and access to the workflow control data. Thus
the information is automatically linked to its creation
context and can be retrieved accordingly, should the
need arise. 5

Implementation Issues
Figure 9 illustrates that the realization of the Know-
More system fits into the standard architecture of a
WfMS as promoted by the workflow management coali-
tion (Workflow Management Coalition 1999): The KIT
descriptions are an extension of the workflow relevant
data handled by a WfMC-conform workflow engine.
The worklist handlers start the relevant activities and
trigger in addition the information agents specified in
the KIT descriptions. These agents then access the
context information in the extended workflow relevant
data, evaluate parameters and search heuristics to find
relevant information, and offer the results to the user.
In spite of the fact that the KnowMore prototype uses
a self-developed workflow engine, the results are thus
compatible with commercially available workflow im-
plementations.

Unified View
A synoptic view of the scenarios of VirtualOffice and
KnowMore, respectively, allows us to illustrate the key
ideas of our approaches for bringing knowledge to busi-
ness processes. The overall objective tackled in both
projects is to support knowledge-intensive activities by
providing adequate, automatic access to relevant infor-
mation, thus realizing a central idea of knowledge man-
agement: knowledge is information made actionable.

5Please note that, essentially, context-aware storage is
the fourth task to be discussed. However, we subsume it
here under task 3 (information supply) since it is tackled by
the same technological provisions.)

This breaks into several roles played by distinguished
modules which realize and detail the common descrip-
tion frame presented in this paper. This refined view is
presented in Figure 10

The knowledge-intensive activities at hand are per-
formed by suitable applications. The exact realiza-
tion of these applications may cover the whole spectrum
from a totally manual activity, e.g., a human decision,
to a totally automatic one, e.g., some number-crunching
program. In the examples presented here, all activities
concern tasks from the office world and deal with tasks
like writing letters, identifying objects, deciding about
materials described in databases, and so on. Thus, the
applications relevant in these scenarios will certainly in-
clude word processors, spreadsheets, databases and sim-
ilar office-type programs. As the intended communica-
tion between the application and the other components
in our scenario goes beyond what might be available in
standard programs, especially given the wish for con-
tinous observation of and reaction to user interaction,
we note that suitable wrappers will usually be necessary
to realize this communication. Although such wrappers
may be very sophisticated to realize in some cases, in
principle they are a small technical detail.

Each knowledge-intensive activity belongs to some
comprehensive business process, thus being integrated
into the ongoing work of the enterprise. These business
processes are explicitly modeled and enacted by some
workflow management system (WfMS). The WfMS
controls the workflow, initiates activities and starts the
respective applications, and provides input data to the
applications where needed. Beyond the data offered by
the WfMS (which is called workflow-relevant data in
the WfMC’s standard glossary, denoting data necessary
for the applications which is accessible and managed by
the WfMS) each application might handle its own data
resources beyond the realm of the WfMS (conveniently
called application data by the WfMC). The internal
data structures of the WfMS encompass the so-called
workflow control data, and especially the modeled
business processes, and the continuous audit trail
which records the states of all processes handled by the
WfMS.

The knowledge-intensive activities are to be sup-
ported based on the available information space, which
contains information sources of various types and char-
acteristics together with suitable access structures. De-
tails vary between the two scenarios, but we will em-
phasize some topics below.

At the heart of the scenario is the intelligent as-
sistant which bridges between the information space
and the knowledge-intensive activities by offering the
intended informational support. The goal of the in-
telligent assistant is to satisfy the knowledge-intensive
activity’s actual information need - making the infor-
mation need a key player worth of a more detailed in-
spection. Depending on the situation, the intelligent
assistant has to act on triggers from the respective ac-
tivities in the workflow or to react on incoming elements
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in the information space. While the former can be seen
as a straight-forward extension of an activation of an
application by the WfMS, the latter requires a specific
event listener functionality as part of the intelligent as-
sistant.

Information Need

If the intelligent assistant is to be able to satisfy an ap-
plication’s information need, this need has to be stated
in a clear and comprehensive way. We start by re-
stating the notion of an information need as follows:
an information need represents a demand for informa-
tion necessary for the support and accomplishment of a
knowledge-intensive task.

Obviously, the information need depends on particu-
lar tasks. The information necessary for a knowledge-
intensive activity comprises the data needed by the ap-
plication as well as any information which is relevant
for the human user. We demonstrated in both scenar-
ios that information needs can be formulated for single
process steps in the workflow. The modelling of these
task-dependent information needs should be done dur-
ing process modelling time. Conceptually, process mod-
elling is extended to cover not only what is to be done
but also what is needed to do it.

In addition to the task-dependent information needs
the VirtualOffice scenario illustrated the existence of
task-encompassing, permanent information needs: The

system needs to know certain details of any incoming
business letter, regardless of the state of active pro-
cesses. It is worth repeating that these permanent in-
formation needs are typically domain-specific, although
independent of specific business processes. Thus the
modelling of permanent information needs results in
a domain-specific configuration of the general system.
For example, the definition of the basic reaction pat-
terns for the intelligent assistant’s event listener creates
a system specific for the VirtualOffice scenario.

From the representational point of view it is impor-
tant to note that an information need can be repre-
sented as some kind of query—possibly a sophisticated
one. It has to be stated
• What information is needed, i.e. which variables have

to be filled?
• How to obtain the information, i.e. which sources to

consider and which search heuristics to use?
• How the concrete information need at runtime de-

pends on the context of the actual application and
the state of the business process?

Context
The last item in the previous list mentioned another
key concept of our approach: At runtime, any infor-
mation need is interpreted in the actual context of
the activity at hand. This context comprises task-
specific, workflow-specific, and domain-specific aspects.
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The task context is composed of the data available to
the application at hand, e.g. the parameters handed
over during invocation by the workflow instance, the
relevant application data, but also the user interaction
observed by the wrapper.

In addition to the task context, the information ac-
cessible to the WfMS forms the workflow context of the
activity. This comprises the business process models
or workflow process definitions, and the current state
of all active workflow instances (in the workflow con-
trol data) as well as their history (found in the audit
trail). According to the WfMC standards, these data
are accessible via standardized interfaces. Today’s com-
mercially available WfMSs, however, usually have their
own, more restricted interfaces offering limited access.
The context pool of the VirtualOffice example shows a
way to overcome these difficulties by a separate man-
agement of the interesting workflow context.

Based on the actual task and workflow context, the
information need of a particular activity can be in-
stantiated and passed on to the intelligent assistant
which then purchases the necessary information. The
KnowMore example shows how instantiated informa-
tion needs are directly used for an ontology-based,
heuristic information retrieval from available informa-
tion sources. The VirtualOffice scenario demonstrates
the transformation of instantiated information needs
into expectations for the DAU components which then
extract the necessary information from the documents
at hand. The context information helps in restrict-
ing the search space by defining the relevance of avail-
able information, and selects between different possi-
ble interpretations of the instantiated information needs
by selecting appropriate conceptualizations/ontologies.

For example, if the information need asks for a docu-
ment about LATEX, only context information enables
the intelligent assistant to derive whether to search for
Donald Knuth’s LATEX text processing system, or for
some elastic materials.

Ontologies
The third key player in our approach is the explicit
specification of the conceptualizations used in the var-
ious modules by defining suitable ontologies. Accord-
ing to (Chandrasekaran, Josephson, & Benjamins 1999)
ontologies are content theories about the sorts of ob-
jects, properties of objects, and relations between ob-
jects that are possible in a specific domain of knowl-
edge. Thus they provide the terms for describing the
information available in a specific domain.

The objective of using ontologies in our scenario is
twofold: By referring to modeled ontologies the system
components are enabled to translate the expressions
created by one component into the realm of another
component. For example, an automatic mapping of an
information need instantiated in the context of a par-
ticular workflow instance onto the terms describing an
applicable information source requires access to the on-
tologies used in both areas. The transformation rules
of VirtualOffice are the condensation of an ontology-
mapping process and perform this mapping at runtime.

Second, the organization of the domain-relevant con-
cepts in suitable ontologies facilitate reasoning about
these concepts. Together with the index structures
which facilitate the access of the available information
sources it is possible to perform a semantically sound,
extended information retrieval on this basis: If the con-
tent of some information item is described by a set of



concepts from the ontology, and the information need
refers to some other concepts which, however, are re-
lated to the former concepts in the ontology, a suit-
able reasoning algorithm will result in finding the ap-
propriate information item. The KnowMore example
demonstrated how this can be used to augment par-
ticular information needs by specific search heuristics
which navigate on the ontology in order to retrieve rel-
evant concepts (Liao et al. 1999).

Thus, all elements in our scenario, that is, the con-
cepts used in the document index for describing the
various information items with respect to structure and
contents, the terms describing the process models and
their instances, and finally all data elements handled
by the applications, must be linked to suitable ontolo-
gies. Consequently this requires the use of semantically
enriched data structures within the workflows. Today’s
systems do not support this aspect, so we are restricted
to modeling conventions and encoding tricks.

Related Work

The idea of coupling a user observation / task man-
agement system with a sophisticated information re-
trieval tool for proactive and context-sensitive informa-
tion support is becoming more accepted in the last few
years. (Budzik & Hammond 2000) present an architec-
ture for Information Management Assistants (IMAs)
which shall observe users interact with everyday ap-
plications and then anticipate their information needs
using a model of the task at hand. The idea of as-
sessing the user’s work context for starting active de-
livery and for enhancing information retrieval quality
is very close to the KnowMore approach, though being
restricted to retrieval and not addressing the possibility
of context-aware information storage. Nevertheless, the
KnowMore system can be seen as an IMA in the au-
thors’ sense. Unfortunately, the ANTICIPATOR mod-
ule of their system which shall anticipate the user’s fu-
ture information needs on the basis of the actual work
context and the stored task model, is not discussed in
depth in their published work. However, it seems that
they mainly build upon rather shallow, static context
models which roughly determine the area of work in
order to dissolve linguistic ambiguities in text retrieval.
Natural-language aspects play a more important role in
their work than worked-out task models as formal ob-
jects of consideration. Their WATSON system (Budzik
& Hammond 1999) observes interactions with every-
day applications like word processors and web browsers,
and mainly try to find out linguistic context of occupa-
tion. This approach is focused on the personal context
rather than the dynamic task or workflow context and is
thus related to user profiling and personal information
agents. Thus, it is rather a complementary element to
our work than a direct “competitor”.

The main focus of our work is on modeling the formal
task and workflow context in the sense of just-in-time
knowledge delivery as suggested by (Cole, Fischer, &

Saltzman 1997): a user is always given exactly that
kind of information he needs in a specific situation so
that he never needs to ask for it. Systems aiming at
this goal by maintaining a deep understanding of the
task at hand are called electronic performance support
system. An excellent example is the EULE2 system
for knowledge-based assistance in insurance office work
(Reimer et al. 1998). This system builds upon a deep,
formally represented knowledge-base about all relevant
concepts to be known and dealt with when working on
the insurance office tasks considered. Systems build-
ing upon such a deep task model can be called verti-
cal OM application in the sense of (Benjamins, Fensel,
& Gomez-Perez 1998) which means that they give far-
reaching support for crisply defined situations, similar
to classic expert system services.

The authors also identified the goal which motivated
us to our developments, namely coupling such sophisti-
cated, vertical services with a more or less conventional
WfMS in order to have more comprehensive overall
support and to get sort of a horizontal system, since
EULE2’s services can be accessed and linked into a
number of freely configurable workflows running in the
company.

In (Margelisch et al. 1999) the ongoing efforts for
realizing such a coupling are described. To this end,
the concept of flow chunks is introduced, a synchro-
nization mechanism for the conventional WfMS and the
concurrently running EULE2 tool assisting in enacting
specific activities. The two tools are complementary
because the WfMS cares about schedule and coordina-
tion of tasks and transport of data and documents,while
EULE2 offers single-user support within specific tasks
which are modeled in a very fine-grained manner.

Another interesting approach for OM-based support
for running workflows, is presented by (Staab & Schnurr
1999). Their ideas are also very close in spirit to the
KnowMore approach, but do not care about context-
aware storage, or information extraction tasks from pa-
per documents. Compared to our system, they explore
in more depth the inferential power of ontology-based
retrieval on top of the Ontobroker software (Fensel et
al. 1998) and introduce the notion of context-based
views for coupling workflow and retrieval which is the
analogue to our information needs. The approach pre-
sented seems to be more developed in some respect
than ours, for instance concerning XML-based docu-
ment representations, or a deeper conceptual integra-
tion of workflow and service process. They also build
on a conventional workflow modeling paradigm extend-
ing the well-known Petri Nets approach.

Related work in the area of document analysis and
understanding has reached a point where the resulting
systems are successfully put on the market. But these
DAU systems are mostly standalone applications with
generally only one task, e.g., extracting all data from a
form or extracting a documents recipient. Furthermore,
the context used for analysing a document is static, e.g.,
given by predefined keywords. Up to now, the use of dy-



namic context as provided by business processes is still
a unique feature of the VirtualOffice project (Wenzel
1998). Although commercial solutions provide an inte-
gration of document analysis and imaging into WfMSs
(e.g., FormsRec AIDA solution from ICR6), they only
offer an isolated analysis of documents, i.e., they do
not consider any open workflow instances waiting for
a particular document. For example, the COI Intelli-
Doc solution7 classifies documents according to a set
of predefined keywords. Afterwards, the documents are
routed to corresponding WfMS worklists to which the
keywords are assigned.

Conclusion: A “Better WfMS World”
for Intelligent Assistants

We demonstrated that the combination of business pro-
cesses and their enactment in WfMSs with the infor-
mation space of an organizational memory can lead to
effective user support. Two different approaches have
been presented to illustrate this claim:

The VirtualOffice project basically aims at improving
the company’s information logistics by a smoother in-
tegration of paper-based documents into administrative
workflows and transfer of information contained in pa-
per documents into the electronic workflows. Thus its
service can be applied virtually throughout the whole
process and in each process which has interfaces to
the external environment of the company where media
breaks occur. It directly supports the “object level”
of the business process where paper documents are an
integral element.

The KnowMore project is not so much focused on the
object level optimization of whole, and arbitrary work-
flows. Instead, it concentrates on knowledge-intensive
core processes of a business, and knowledge-intensive
tasks at the heart of those processes. Not the processes
themselves are improved, but a meta level is added, an
additional knowledge-service process which helps the
user working on her tasks.

Both examples emphasize the use of the business pro-
cess models and their enactment in the WfMS as in-
dispensable source of context information. Looking in
some detail at this common goal, we can extract the
following observations:

Successful coupling of workflow and knowledge-
intensive application requires some formal semantics
as the basis of communication. That is, we need a
mapping from the context information modeled in the
workflow to the ontology of the information provider.
The examples illustrate two principal approaches to this
end:

• When the workflow modeling is extended especially
with respect to the support of knowledge-intensive
activities, it might be possible to consider the avail-
able ontology already at process modeling time. The

6http://www.icr.de
7http://www.coi.de

resulting KIT representation is then well-grounded in
the ontology of the information provider.

• On the other hand, if the already-defined workflow is
to be left untouched, it is possible to add the neces-
sary semantics by defining transformation rules which
map the terms already used in the workflow model to
the ontology of the information provider.
To effectively access the workflow context informa-

tion it seems useful to treat the workflow instances as
first order citizens in the information world. Two ap-
proaches have been presented to realize this goal:
• The explicit modeling of context information in KIT

variables extends the data flow model in the work-
flow. This is suitable if the workflow engine controls
when and what is transferred outside.

• The handling of a separate context pool is suitable to
deal with situations where a large amount of workflow
instances provide volatile context information which
is required by activities outside of the workflow’s in-
fluence. The continuous collection of context infor-
mation and its organization according to the needs
of the supporting application (e.g. the DAU com-
ponent) even allows to handle context information
which the WfMS only creates temporarily and which
otherwise might not be available when needed.
In summary, the extension of the workflow scenario is

a suitable way to provide active and extended services
and to transform available information into process-
oriented actionable knowledge. In order to have better
ways for efficiently realizing intelligent services like the
ones presented in this paper, without a need for clumsy
work-arounds, a number of suggestions for the design
of future WfMSs can be derived which are indicated in
Figure 11 as an evolution of the unified view presented
above:

• We need a better integration of business process mod-
eling tools and workflow engines such that all things
modeled at the abstract level are also easily reflected
by the enactment machinery. In the KnowMore
project, for example, we had comfortable means to
define sophisticated business process meta models in
the ADONIS tool8 in order to cope with KIT vari-
ables or information needs, but this is only useful for
representation and simulation purposes, and cannot
be compiled into operational workflows.
This point would be a prerequisite for a meaningful
realization of the issues following below.

• It would make sense to extend business process meta
models by external starting events which would be a
declarative replacement of the hand-coded domain-
inherent requests, creating event listener threads at
system set-up time which would wait for certain
events in the information space and then start the
appropriate workflow.
8The ADONIS BPM tool has been developed by BOC

GmbH, Vienna (http://www/boc-eu.com).
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• A very important requirement would be to have more
comfortable data structures (lists, structured objects,
e.g., access to arbitrary object types via CORBA) for
modeling workflows, i.e., for modeling workflow rele-
vant data (used here for modeling KIT variables) as
well as for specifying static call parameters for appli-
cations and information assistants. This would ease
very much the communication between external as-
sistants and the object level of the WfMS which is
now realized by complex export and transformation
mechanisms in VirtualOffice and by the use of a hand-
made workflow engine in KnowMore.
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